Abstract. Trademark image retrieval is becoming an important application for logo registry, v eri cation, and design. There are two major problems about the current approaches to trademark image retrieval based on shape features. First, researchers often focus on using a single feature, e.g., Fourier descriptors, invariant m o m e n ts or Zernike m oments, without combining them for possible better results. Second, even if they combine the shape features, the weighting factors assigned to the various shape features are often determined with an ad hoc procedure. Hence, we propose to group di erent shape features together and suggest a t e c hnique to determine a suitable weighting factors for di erent s h a p e features in trademark image retrieval. In this paper, we use a supervised learning method for nding the weighting factors in the dissimilarity function by i n tegrating ve shape features using a genetic algorithm (GA). We tested the learned dissimilarity function using a database of 1360 monochromatic trademarks and the results are promising. The retrieved images by our system agreed well with that obtained by h uman subjects and the searching time for each query was less then 1 second.
Introduction
A trademark is a complex symbol that is used to distinguish a company's logo from the others. Up to now, the number of trademarks is over one million and is growing rapidly. Therefore, the task of registering a new trademark becomes di cult without inadvertent infringement o f c o p yright of an existing trademark.
Currently, some researchers use a single shape attribute to represent a trademark. The results are not satisfactory especially for large databases. On the other hand, some suggest to use a combination of features however, the importance among various features are often di cult to determine. Often this is done in an ad hoc manner. To t a c kle these shortcomings, we propose to integrate several shape features and suggest a technique to learn the weighting factors of the dissimilarity function for trademark retrieval.
In our system, ve shape features are used to capture the contour and the inner parts of a trademark. Fourier descriptors are used to capture the approximated boundary of a trademark. For the inner parts of a trademark, invariant moments, Euler number, eccentricity, and circularity are used. To i n tegrate the shape features, a supervised learning method using a genetic algorithm is proposed. The weighting factors of the dissimilarity function learned can be used for trademark retrieval afterward. The results show that the weighting factors found could improve the accuracy of trademark retrieval and the retrieved images by our system agreed well with human perception.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, previous work on the contentbased image retrieval is reviewed. The problem is de ned in Section 3. The genetic algorithm for nding the weighting factors is introduced in Section 4. Section 5 describes our trademark retrieval model and the features used. The experimental results are given in Section 6 and Section 7 concludes our report.
Literature Review
There are various shape representation, matching and similarity measuring methods proposed in the past few years. The QBIC (Query By Image Content) system 1] serves as an image database lter which allows queries of large image databases based on visual image content s u c h as color percentages, color layout, and textures occurring in the images. Although user can use multiple cues as a query, one needs to be well trained before using the QBIC system e ectively. STAR (System for Trademark Archival and Retrieval) system 12, 1 6 ] uses features based on R, G, and B color components, invariant m o m e n ts, and Fourier descriptors extracted from manually isolated objects. Kim et: al: 11] developed a trademark retrieval system which uses Zernike or pseudo-Zernike moments of an image as a feature set. The retrieval scheme is based on visually salient feature that dominantly a ects the global shape of the trademark. A two-stage approach for trademark retrieval is proposed by Jain et: al: 10]. In the rst stage, easily computable features like edge angles and moment i n variants are used while in the second stage, the plausible retrievals from the rst stage are screened using a deformable template matching process. They proposed to integrate the associated dissimilarity v alues of two shape-based retrievals however, they could not provide an e ective w ay for assigning weights for di erent shape features. Logo similarity m a t c hing based on positive and negative shape features was suggested by So er et: al : 15] . The proposed methods seem to be accurate but the testing database size is too small (130 logos) and for each insertion, the representative component o f a l o g o m ust be selected by the user.
Problem De nition
The problem of nding weights for the dissimilarity function for trademark retrieval can be formalized as follows:
De nition1. An image database DB is de ned as DB = fI i g n i=1
(1) where I i is an image in the database.
De nition2. Given an image I and a set of feature parameters = f i g n i=1 , a feature extraction function f is de ned as
De nition3. Let x I f be a feature vector of an image I on the basis of a feature extraction function f . Then, the integrated dissimilarity function, D t , b e t ween two images I 1 and I 2 is de ned as
where f i is a feature extraction function, D fi is the Euclidean distance between the feature vector x I1 fi and feature vector x I2 fi , w i is the weight assigned to feature vector set i and n is the number of the feature vector sets.
Since the use of a single shape attribute for retrieval may n o t h a ve enough discriminatory information, in order to increase the accuracy of retrievals, the integration of attributes was suggested 9, 10, 16].
De nition4. Given a training database db DB, where DB is an image database.
A training pair T Pis de ned as
where I T 2 db is the target image for a query and I S 2 db is the user de ned best matched image.
De nition5. Given an integrated dissimilarity function D t , n training pairs for a g i v en training database db, the total count T C (w) is de ned as the number of correct hits given by D t with the set of weights w for searching in db. F or example, given a training pair T P= ( I T I S ), if I S is selected by t h e i n tegrated dissimilarity function D t , then this is a correct hit.
De nition6. The set of weights w in a dissimilarity function D t is de ned as w = fw i g n i=1 , where w i is the weight assigned to feature vector set i. The problem is to nd w such t h a t T C (w) is maximized, i.e., arg max w T C (w) : (5) 4 Finding Weights Using a Genetic Algorithm A genetic algorithm (GA) is an optimization method based on the evolutionary metaphor. It has been shown to outperform both gradient methods and random search in solving the optimization problems with few cost function evaluations 2]. A short introduction of genetic algorithm can be found in 14]. Our problem de ned in Section 3 is an optimization problem therefore, we suggest to use a genetic algorithm to solve it. The details of our GA are as follows.
Chromosome Representation
A c hromosome representation is used to describe an individual in the population of interest. A chromosome in our GA is de ned as c = ( w 1 w 2 : : : w i : : : w n ) (6) where w i is the weight assigned to feature vector set i and n is the number of feature vector sets which is the same as the number of genes in the chromosome.
Note that a population P is de ned as P = fc 1 c 2 : : : c i : : : c P opSize g, w h e r e P opSize is the number of individuals in the population and c i is a chromosome.
Selection Function
A selection function plays a vital role in a genetic algorithm because it selects individuals to reproduce successive generations. A probabilistic selection is performed based on the individual's tness such that the better individuals have a n increased chance of being selected. The selection method, Roulette wheel, proposed by Holland 5] was used in our implementation. The probability, P i , for each individual is de ned by
where F i is equal to the tness of individual i. A series of N random numbers is generated and compared against the cumulative probability, C i = P i j=1 P j , o f the population. If C i;1 < U (0 1) C i , the individual is selected.
Genetic Operators
Genetic operators provide the basic searching mechanism of the GA. The operators are used to create new solutions based on existing solutions in the population. The operators including arithmetic crossover, heuristic crossover, simple crossover, boundary mutation, multi-non-uniform mutation, non-uniform mutation and uniform mutation are used in our implementation. For more details, please refer to 6].
Initialization, T ermination and Evaluation Function
The initial population is randomly generated. The stopping criterion is a predened maximum number of generations and the evaluation function is the total count T C (w) de ned in De nition 5. 6 Experimental Results
Genetic Algorithm
The proposed genetic algorithm was tested with the following setup. The population size, P opSize, w as 30 and the maximum number of iterations was set to 500. In addition, there were 40 training pairs (T P ) and the size of the training database, db, w as 200. The va l u e s o f t h e w eights (genes) were bounded by 0 and 1. The probability of application of crossover was 0.6 and the probability o f application of mutation was 0.05. The experiments were repeated 10 times with di erent random seeds.
Note that partial credit is given to the imperfect match i n t h e e v aluation function of the GA. For example, if the target is ranked in the rst position, T C (w) is increased by one. If it is ranked in the second position, T C (w) i s increased by 0.95. If it is ranked in the third position, T C (w) is increased by 0.9 and so on. This method helps the GA to search for a better solution in a smaller number of iterations.
From Fig. 3(a) , the genetic algorithm improved the accuracy of the retrievals by c hanging the weights. It converged in 500 iterations with a total count o f 26.7 which means on average, the distance function ranks the target of a query in a training pair to the eighth position. The performance of the nal distance function is further analyzed by the ranking histogram in Fig. 3(b) . From the histogram, 70% of the targets were ranked at the top ten positions and 83% of the targets were ranked at the top twenty positions. However, there were several targets ranked very low. This is because trademarks that appear to be perceptually similar need not be similar in their shape. As some examples, Fig. 4 shows several pairs of images which m a y perceptually look similar, but have l o w image correlation. However, we b e l i e v e that by using more shape features, the accuracy can be improved.
We also tested the dissimilarity function with equal weights (w 1 = w 2 = w 3 = w 4 = w 5 = 0 :2) and the total count, T C (w), was 14.3. This is because some shape features match the human perception better than the others and therefore higher weights should be assigned to them. 
Trademark Retrieval
After the GA training has terminated, the chromosome with the highest T C (w) is selected as the nal weights for retrieval. The weights found were tested with a database of 1360 trademarks on an Ultra 5 Machine. The system was developed using Matlab 5.2 under the Unix operating system. To v erify the performance of the proposed method, a set of trademarks were used as queries to the trademark database. Several sample query results are shown in Fig. 5 . From the results obtained, the trademarks retrieved agreed well with human perception. In addition, the average time of 10 trials for feature extraction and database querying were 2.96s and 0.08s respectively. Since shape similarity is a subjective issue, in order to further evaluate the proposed method, ve v olunteers were asked to perform similarity retrieval based on shape on the database of 1360 images.
Given a query, they were asked to choose the best match from the database. Fig. 6 shows the query trademarks and the best matches retrieved by t h e v olunteers and Table 1 presents the results of retrieval of our system, where n corresponds to the position of the correct retrieva l . A s i t i s o b s e r v ed from the results, our simple shape measure was e ective in retrieving rotated and scaled images. This is because the shape features that we c hose are all rotation and scaling invariant. Moreover, all the target images were ranked in the top twenty positions. This reveals that the dissimilarity function models the human perception quite well.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we suggested to integrate di erent trademark features by using a dissimilarity function for retrieving similar trademarks. A method for nding the weighting factors of the di erence function using a GA has been proposed. The results show t h a t t h e w eighting factors found by the GA improves the accuracy of trademark retrieval. Future research will consider to use more shape features like Zernike moments or edge angles to further improve the accuracy of retrieval. The weights of the distance function can be found by the proposed GA easily. Besides, this method can be applied to optimize other general dissimilarity measures (other than a sum of weight Euclidean). This can be easily done by c hanging the distance function to be optimized in the GA and using the parameters of the distance function as genes in the chromosome representation of the GA.
